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About This Game

Billy works in a high tech factory, only... he’s kind of a dummy. His job is to test all kinds of wacky vehicles and contraptions.
Your job is to make sure he survives the test in one piece... or not, we are overstocked on these units anyway, so go nuts!

The game contains two game modes, Mission mode and Sandbox mode. Mission mode currently has 9 missions where the
objective is to get the crash test dummy, Billy, to the checkpoint. To get to the checkpoint you have to overcome certain

obstacles, such as jump over a wall, fly up to an elevated platform, fit through a small opening and so on. To achieve this, you
must design a vehicle using the available parts, such as building blocks, wheels, jets, rollers, de-couplers and many more. Once
you are happy with your vehicle, you must pilot it through the level and get Billy to check point. While doing so, you must also

keep an eye on the maximum g-forces acting on Billy. Exceed the threshold and the mission is a failure. Good luck!
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Game needs to be changed to "opponent doesnt miss simulator"... in the hour that i spent playing this i managed to break my
controller because of how frustrating and rage inducing the controls are.. on top of that the gameplay is ridiculously unrealistec.
real tennis isnt played like this so if you want to play a game that is gonna make you punch someone in the head then buy this
garbage otherwise i recommend tennis elbow 2013 because those guys know REAL tennis.. Clash of Puppets
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Everyone has been in a B movie night marathon. I certainly have but I can\u2019t remember what movies were featured. And
then you fell asleep and a nightmare begun.

In this nightmare, you become the hero of one single B movie where you have to fight many known badies like Dracula,
Frankenstein, the Wolf man and others.

Armed at start with your Baseball bat, you have to hack and slash you way through to the next level.
But do not worry too much about weapons as you will get guns and traps along the way to help you in your nightmare.
Great graphics and the control works fine.

For $4.99, this game is worth every cent. This is fun and challenging. Maybe too much challenging at times.

Positive:
~~~~~~~~
-\tFun to play
-\tLots of achievements
-\tGreat Graphics
-\tTrading Cards

Negative:
~~~~~~~
-\tMaybe too challenging at times

Great game to have in your library. Fun, Fun,Fun

8\/10

MORE THE_CPT_FROGGY REVIEWS HERE

FOLLOW THE CPT FROGGY CURATOR PAGE HERE. I really like this kind of game.
It`s somewhat similar to Subnautica i would say
but as a big difference to Subnautica this game
has been developed for VR and you can feel
that everywhere. I would love if there would be more
content in this game or games like this released more often.

A big thanks to the devs for developing such a gem.. Fun little roguelike with permanent upgrades. A tad slowpaced,
but also incredibly cheap. Well worth the money!. I love this game. It's a combo of Star Fox level selecting (minus the
secret paths), Asteroids, and Roguelikes. My only complaint with the game is I cannot play it w\/o a virtual machine (bc
I have Windows 10 baby).
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Edit: I ended up fixing the game by running it in Windows 7 compatibility mode.
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wast of money. Similar to Angry Birds. Addicting, I will be putting some hours into this game. Lots of achievements, only 90
levels though. I hope they will update it and add more levels.. Graphics are awesome
Concept is Great
High value for money
With updates it could become an even better game

Kind of sucks that you can't save but it adds to the stakes in an otherwise stakeless game
Encounter a bug every now and then but its generally pretty good

Highly recommend!!. As somebody clocking almost 200 hours in this game, I say this - ♥♥♥♥ yeah.
You need a computer good enough to run a half-decent sized universe, granted, but ♥♥♥♥ is it satisfying to build bigger and
cooler things up to ringworlds and ships bigger than solar systems. I ♥♥♥♥ing love it.

I also say - If the base game isn't enough for you, get the Galactic Armoury mod, it enhances the game in a lot of ways (though
does it make it more complex).

Star Ruler is a flawed, but just beautiful amazo, game.. Its a fine Indi game with a story you have never seen before !
I would recommend a controller to play it !
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